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This invention relates to a spray bottle with a belt hook 
detachably interlocked therewith. 

In addition to being conventionally equipped with a 
spray pump and nozzle and a brush, a bottle embodying 
the invention has a boss surrounding the base of its 
threaded spout. At least a portion of the boss includes a 
channel interrupted by a lug for keying to the bottle a ring 
which snaps into the'channel and to which the belt clip is 
attached. - 

In the speci?c embodiment illustrated, the boss and the 
ring are not exactly circular but are oblate, the longer 
arcuate sides of the boss having channels and the shorter 
arcuate sides being unchannelled. The ring is molded of 
plastic and has a notch complementary to a lug which in 
terrupts one channel in the boss. The notch might be in 
either side of the ring but in the exempli?cation illustrated, 
it is on the side remote from the clip or hook which en-' 

The polyethylene or other resin ~ gages the user’s belt. 
from which the ring and hook are molded has suihcient 
resilience that the ring may be snapped to and from en 
gagement with the bottle. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a view in perspective of a spray bottle equipped 

with a separable hook in accordance with the present in 
vention. 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged fragmentary detail view partially 

in side elevation and partially in transverse section through 
the bottle neck‘ and associated parts, including the hook 
ring. 

FIG. 3 is a further enlarged detail view showing the 
bottle and hook ring in plan, with portions broken away. 

FIG.‘ 4 is a fragmentary detail view in perspective show 
ing the hook ring and upper portion of the bottle in mu 
tually separated positions. 7 
The bottle 6 has a threaded neck 8 surrounded by a boss 

10 which, as shown in this exempli?cation, is oblate in 
plan and includes integral overhanging ?anges l2 and 14 
on the longer arcuate sides. These ?anges form chan 
nels 28 and 36 which receive portions of the hook ring 29 
to which the belt hook or clip 22 is integrally attached. ' 
The hook ring 20 and the boss 1%} have complementary 

interlocking lug and notch parts 16 and 13. In this em 
bodiment, the lug 16 extends integrally from flange 12 
to the underlying shoulder 24 of the bottle and the notch 
18 is formed in the inner perimeter of the hook ring 29. 
In the preferred embodiment disclosed, the notched inner 
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perimeter of the hook ring has the form of a ?ange 26 of I 
reduced thickness receivable into the channels 28 and 39 
which lie beneath the ?anges 12 and 14 of boss 10. 
The elasticity of the material from which the hook ring 

is molded permits it to be sprung over the ?anges 12 and 
14 of boss 10, thus engaging the ?ange portions 26 of the 
hook ring in the channels 28 and 30 of boss lit. The 
hook ring is keyed not only by the fact that it and the 
boss have complementary non-circular form but further 
by the interlocking engagement of the lug and notch por 
tions 16 and 18. V 

In this manner, the hook ring is securely ?xed to the 
bottle 6 in a position which holds the hook 22 parallel to 
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but slightly spaced from the side face 32 of bottle 6. Una 
like the brush and pump, which require some extraneous ' 
means of connection, the hook ring is retained by direct 
interlock with the bottle. , 
The hook ring will remain ?xed to the bottle notwith 

standing application to orremoval from the bottle of the 
accessory equipment mounted thereon. In accordance 
with conventional practice, this equipment includes‘ a 
brush 34 which engages the vface of the bottle opposite 
the hook 22 and has an apertured bracket member 36 
through which the neck 8 of the bottle extends, the brush 
bracket being anchored to the bottle by a screw cap 33 . 
which also holds to the neck of-the bottle the pump as 
sembly 49. Neither the pump nor the brush forms any 
part of the present invention. ‘ 

I claim: 
1. A bottle having in combination a neck provided with 

a boss at its base and a shoulder underlying the boss and 
from which the boss extends, the boss having over-hang 
ing ?ange means spaced from the shoulder for providing 
a channel, and a belt hook having a resilient mounting 
ring connected therewith and encircling the boss and de 
tachably engaged in the channel whereby to be ?xed to 
‘the bottle independently of the neck thereof. 

2. A bottle according to claim 1 in which the boss and 
the ring have complementary non-circular form. 

3. A bottle according to claim 1 in which the boss and 
the ring have complementary portions respectively pro 
vided with a lug and with a notch whereby the ring is 
keyed against rotation upon the boss and the hook con— 
nected with the ring is positioned respecting the side of the 
bottle. ' 

4. A bottle according to claim 1 in which the boss‘is of 
generally oblate form having overhanging ?anges upon 
two opposite sides to provide the channel means afore 
said, the hook ring being of complementary oblate form 
and having an inner perimeter of reduced thickness ?tted 
dimensionally within the channels, the boss being pro 
vided at least at one side with a lug interrupting one chan 
nel and extending toward the bottle‘ from the overhanging 
?ange which forms said one channel, the hook ring hav 
ing in its reduced inner perimeter a notch in which the lug 
is in keyed engagement. 

5. For use in the retention of an accessory, a bottle 
provided at its upper end with a reduced neck and integral 
ly’having a boss disposed at the end of the bottle about 
said neck, the bottle having a shoulder and the boss hav 
ing overhanging ?ange means spaced ‘from the shoulder 
in the end of the bottle for retaining independently of said 
neck an accessory mounted on the bottle. 

6. Abottle according to claim 5 in which a lug is inte 
gral with said ?ange and with the end of the bottle. 
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